
 
 

Contemporary Mystic Heals with Angelic Art 
 

Milwaukee, April 17, 2013 . . . Angels + Art = Healing. Can it really be that simple? Yes, and here’s why… 

 

Art as a healing modality is being born as we speak. According to Michael Samuels, in his book Creative 

Healing, “The concept is catching fire …Artists, musicians and dancers are realizing their imagery has 

meaning…that their imagery heals them, others, their neighborhood, even the earth." 

 

When you add Angels to the picture (pun intended), the magic begins. These Divine messengers of God 

want nothing more than to make our journey here on Earth easier and more enjoyable. Simply 

connecting with these benevolent angelic beings of Divine light is healing in and of itself. 

 

Plus, recent scientific studies show us how art heals. They’ve discovered that not only does it change a 

person's physiology, but it shifts their emotional attitude as well. According to the Art As A Healing 

Force organization, when viewing art, “the body's physiology changes from one of stress to one of deep 

relaxation, from one of fear to one of creativity and inspiration. Creative art actually has the ability to 

put a person in a different brain wave pattern; it affects a person's autonomic nervous system, their 

hormonal balance, and their brain neurotransmitters.”  

  

Angelic Art then, combines the best of both worlds. It intoxicates the senses, while uplifting the spirit. 

Angelic art is quite simply a wonderful emotional healing tool.  It calms the mind, soothes the soul and enlivens the heart. 

It carries a benevolent, loving energy from the angels that works with people at a deep heart level to bring comfort in 

time of need, as well as inspiration, motivation and hope for a positive future. 
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Contemporary Mystic, Lori Daniel Falk, is creating this new form of “angelic art therapy”. Lori works closely 

with the angelic realm to create what she refers to as Angelic Message Portraits™. The creative process 

begins with an angel reading. The angelic energy coming through Lori’s hands then gets embedded into the 

page, creating artistic pieces that serve as transformative emotional healing tools. It is what the angels 

infuse into the art that will truly heal people’s hearts and in turn their minds, bodies, and souls. 

 

Ms. Falk works out of her studio at The Crystalline Institute in Pewaukee, WI. For information on 

scheduling an appointment, please contact the Institute at 262.347.0797. For additional information on 

Angelic Message Portraits, please visit our website at www.wisdomoftheangels.com. 

 

About the Artist 

As a Spiritual Life Coach, Visionary Artist, author and public speaker, Lori Daniel Falk is often referred 

to simply as a Contemporary Mystic.  She has been gifted with a new artistic healing modality that 

enables her to communicate with, and share, the wisdom of the angels in both pictures and words. 

These Angelic Message Portraits™ Lori has the honor and joy of creating with the angels, bring a 

feeling of wonderment and inspiration to all who view them. To date they have found homes in 20 

countries around the world and have graced the covers of numerous magazines.   

 

Ms. Falk is a graduate of the School of Spiritual Psychology, has completed a Coaching from Spirit 

masters certification program and is a Reiki master. She has been a featured guest on both radio and 

TV.  Her book, “What the World Needs to Know NOW, Wisdom of the Angels,” is now available at 

www.wisdomoftheangels.com  and her column on The Lightworker Spectrum website, “Wisdom of the 

Angels” is read by followers around the world. 

 

Prior to embarking on this spiritual journey, Ms. Falk was the editor and publisher of the international 

trade publication RTW Review (Ready-to-Wear Review) providing retailers with the fashion industry’s 

pertinent monthly news. Utilizing her years of experience as a fashion buyer and retail manager, as well 

as her expertise in sighting emerging trends, she was often referred to as the “go to” person in the 

retail fashion industry.  
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